This paper present Acoustic Emission (AE) generated during fatigue mechanism of API5LX70 steel which was widely use as gas pipeline materials. Fully reverse (R=-1) constant amplitude fatigue test were done with four different stress amplitudes which were 437.5MPa, 406.25Mpa, 390.6MPa and 359.4MPa respectively. An observation from those tests shows that AE Count gives a significant value during cyclic softening and bauschinger effect. Crack initiation indicated by rapid increase of AE count values at positive peak stress and followed by high AE count values around zero stress which indicate crack closure phenomena. Among all four tests, it was show that AE activity from fatigue test with amplitude of 359.4MPa can be significantly divided into 3 region which correspond to crack incubation stage, microplastic and slip plane formation stage and crack initiation and propagation stage. Further analysis was done by separating AE signals from those 3 regions into 6 different groups. Ten AE signatures from each group were selected to calculate AE RMS and AE kurtosis. Analyses on AE RMS which correspond to overall energy of the signal were useful to indicate the microplastic and slip plane formation stage and crack initiation and propagation stage while AE kurtosis was useful in indicating crack stage including initiation, propagation and closure stage.
Introduction
Fatigue is a common failure mechanism in engineering structures or components including gas pipelines. Even the statistical history do not prove that fatigue failure is a major problem in gas pipelines, it cannot be ignore because it can happen rapidly without any indication and will cause a catastrophic failure [1] . Conventionally, inspection technique of in operation gas pipeline gives only information about noticeable crack and leakage which were not essential because gas pipelines considered failed already. Thus, early detection of fatigue crack is crucial and suitable inspection technique is needed for this purpose. Acoustic Emission (AE) technique is suitable candidate for this purpose because it is capable to detect macro and micro phenomena in materials including fatigue crack mechanism [2] . So, many studies were done to relate AE generated and fatigue crack mechanism to get better understanding on both phenomena.
Most of an early work in correlating AE activities and fatigue crack mechanism give a concern on the phenomena of crack initiation [3] , crack closure [3, 4, 5] , and crack growth [3, 6, 7] . Based on the previous work [3] , crack initiation phenomena can be detected by rapidly increased of AE activity at positive peak stress and followed by AE activity with clear boundary around zero stress which correspond to crack closure phenomena. In fatigue studies, crack closure is one of the phenomena that always affect the result if it was directly ignored. So, deep understanding on crack closure phenomena is needed. Therefore, studies on AE behavior from crack closure had been expand by [4, 5] . In both work, Chang et. al [5] found a significant result where there is no different of dominant frequency between AE generated from closure of short and long cracks. Recognition of AE behaviour during crack closure were took as a good guideline to study the growth of crack because Roberts and Talebzadeh [7] had eliminate AE activity generated at stress less than several percentage of peak stress to study the propagation of crack and show that this technique are capable to predict life. Besides study of AE during crack initiation, crack closure and growth, KalyanaSundaram et. al [2] give more concern on micro mechaniscm before crack nucleated. They had divided the mechanism of fatigue crack into 3 stages which is cyclic softening stage due to initial loading, crack incubation stage which correspond to microvoid formation, pile up dislocation and dislocation mechanism, crack initiation stage and growth stage.
Mostly, previous reseach correlate AE and fatigue crack mechanism by extracting AE count from AE signatures generated because it can be considered as the most direct reflection of microscopic even such as mobile dislocation, fracture of inclusion and etc [3] . However, extracting global statisical feature is also important to see if it might be more sensitive to indicate different mechanism of fatigue untill crack nucleated and growth. This paper present the AE generated during fatigue mechanism of API5LX70 steel which was widely used as gas pipeline material. Fully reverse (R = -1) constant amplitude fatigue test were done with several different stress amplitude to see the effect of loading amplitude. Then, a result with clear boundary between initial stage, crack incubation stage, and initiation stage was selected for analysis of statistical AE features from different mechanism corresponds to those stages. AE root mean square (RMS) and AE kurtosis were extracted from time domain AE for this purpose because AE RMS correspond to the overall energy of AE signatures and kurtosis is useful for detection of faulty symptom because its sensitivity to high amplitude event [8] .
Experimental Procedures
API 5L X70 steel test coupon were taken at the end of pipe portion in longitudinal direction. It was milled into a plate and wire cutted to dimension according to ASTM E466-07 standard. Fully reverse fatigue test (R= -1) with stress amplitude of 437.5MPa, 406.25MPa, 390.6MPa and 359.4MPa were done based on ATSM E466-07. Before commencing the fatigue test, wide band piezoelectric sensor was mounted on the surface of specimen using vacuum grease and calibrated by pencil lead break testing (ASTM E976-05). Threshold level of 44.1 dB was selected after background noise level was detected. Recorded AE signals were amplified by preamplifier with 34dB gain and analyzed by AMSY-5 from Vallen Systeme. AE signals captured were filtered within frequency range from 25 kHz to 850 kHz with sampling rate of 5MHz. Figure 1 show the experimental setup. softening during initial loading. At stress amplitude of 437.5MPa, 406.25MPa, and 390.6MPa, there were high AE count observed at both tension and compressive peak stress. Initiation of crack were recognized by sudden appearance of AE signatures with high AE count at positive peak stress from all fatigue test which correspond to crack initiation and propagation. However, the different behavior were found during fatigue test with stress amplitude less than 400MPa because there were AE signatures with high AE count detected at stress around zero right after crack initiated. This is happening due to crack closure phenomena where upper crack surface contacted with lower crack surface during unloading.
Results from different stress amplitude show an agreement with what had been done by Berkovits and Fang [3] who conclude that high AE activity at peak stresses during high stress amplitude fatigue tesst happen due to bauschinger effect at compressive peak stress and cyclic softening at positive peak stress. They also conclude that crack initiation can be detected by appearance of AE due to crack closure phenomena at stress around zero. As been discussed before, results from four different stress amplitude shows the different behavior when stress amplitude were set below 400MPa. Among two tests with stress amplitude below 400MPa, results of AE counts from fatigue test with stress amplitude of 359.4MPa showed the clearest boundary which can be divided into three region. As shown in Figure 3 , there were high AE counts during the first few cycle, after that AE activity nearly quiet and only small AE count values of AE generated were observed. Kalyanasundaram et. al [2] had conclude that this phenomena happen at crack incubation stage where steady state dislocation motion cause AE generated with energy as low as background noise which lead to very quiet AE activity. So, it was believed that small AE activity that crossing threshold is AE generated due to formation of microvoid and dislocation pile up breakage. Prior to crack initiation, AE due to bauschinger effect at compressive stress, and cyclic softening at tension mode were observed. It was also believe that AE generated at this region is due to microplastic and slip plane formation. Same phenomena also found by Berkovits and Fang [3] .
Due to the different phenomena at different stages, AE signatures from fatigue test with stress amplitude of 359.4MPa were grouped into 6 different groups and labeled as shown in Figure 3 . Ten AE signatures with similar appearance and behavior had been selected from each group. Then, from As shown in Figure 4 (a), AE RMS from crack propagation AE signatures group (AECP) show the highest value, followed by AE RMS from AEPT groups which correspond to microplastic, cyclic softening and slip plane formation at the stage before crack initiation. AE RMS from crack closure or opening groups (AEOC) show the third highest value while AE RMS of AE signatures from bauschinger effect (AEPB) and crack incubation stage in tension mode (AE2T) were barely level. AE signatures from crack incubation stage at compressive mode show the lowest AE RMS value. According to [8] , RMS is the statistical features that can represent the overall energy of the signal. So, this is why AE signatures from crack propagation stage (AECP) show the highest AE RMS value because all AE signatures from this group is a discrete signal with high amplitude and energy. This phenomena had also been verified by what had been achieve by [3, 9, 10] . As been discussed, during the stage prior to crack initiation, it was believe that AE signatures were from microplastic formation, cyclic softening, and slip plane generation. Baranov et. al [11] had found that AE signatures from microplastic deformation is a continuous signal with low amplitude. However, in this case, AE signatures from AEPT group do not show a continous sign but a descrete signal with long duration. It was believe that the different is due to very short cyclic strain before the strain change its direction.
In order to see the spikeness of AE signatures from all 6 groups, AE kurtosis were also plotted with mean value. In contrast to what had been discussed before, AEOC group show that AE count which correspond to the number of peak that crossing the threshold is lower than AECP group. This is why kurtosis value in AEOC group were high because kurtosis is very sensitive to the number of outliers [8] which were defined as a number of peak amplitudes in time domain AE signatures.
Conclusion
AE generated during fatigue mechanism of gas pipeline material, API5LX70 steel, had been observe by doing a fully reverse (R=- show the most significant region which can be devided into 3 region which correspond to crack incubation stage, microplastic and slip plane formation stage and crack initition and propagation stage. This is very useful in indicating the phase of microphenomena that happen in the material before crack nucleated and propagate. So, futher analysis had been done by separating AE signals from those 3 region into 6 different group. Ten AE signatures from each group were selected to calculate AE RMS and AE kurtosis. Analysis on AE RMS which correspond to overall energy of the signal were useful to indicate the microplastic and slip plane formation stage and crack initiation and propagation stage. AE kurtosis were useful in indicating crack stage including initiation, propagation and closure stage.
